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I am thrilled to introduce you to what I feel is a great company, Dots on Tots! Dots on Tots is a
company that offers baby headwear and specializes in baby and toddler ear flap hats made from natural, organic
materials. The owner of Dots on Tots is a mother of two and she knows the importance of natural and comfortable
clothing for babies. All hats sold are eco-friendly, breathable, irritant-free and non-allergic.

For review I was sent two ear protection hats from Dots on Tots. One is white and one is baby blue. They are so
incredibly soft and great for winter. Living in Georgia can be kind of tricky in the winter time. It is either really cold or
it feels like it isn’t winter at all. It is very strange, however I think this winter it may be a little colder then last year and
with Baby A the ear protection hats are perfect. The hats have washed up great and come out of the dryer just as soft as
they were before I washed them. With the hats being organic I don’t have to worry about anything scratching Baby A
and irritating him. The ear flaps are also the perfect size for little ears. They aren’t too big and they offer great
coverage. There is a chin strap that is just as soft as the actual hat. If you have an older baby you can velcro the hat’s
chin strap for extra protection. Baby A is only a few days old so unless the wind is blowing I don’t really bother closing
the chin strap. If I feel that Baby A needs more protection I will velcro it, but it doesn’t bother Baby A one little bit.
The hats are a tad bit big on little Baby A, but he only weighs in at 7 pounds, lol. I’m just glad they will last all winter
long.
If you are looking for a great stocking stuffer or an additional gift for a baby in your life please check out Dots on Tots!
These little hats would make great gifts! You can also check them out on Facebook and Twitter.
Win it: One lucky US winner will win their choice of hat from Dots on Tots (the hat you choose must be in stock).

